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● Incentivized review?

○ Seller's strategy to attract more positive reviews and gain reputation

● Why are they important to be studied?

○ They are different from normal reviews and can improve the sentiment of the product. 
They are different as by getting a free or discounted product:

i. Customers feel obligated to post positive reviews,
ii. paid a fraction of retailer price,  their expectations are lower 

iii. As  it  becomes  a  business  for  some  users,  they  prefer to  post  positive  reviews  
to  attract  more  sellers  and  get  more free/discounted offers.

iv. Not going through the return process, dealing with customer service, short-term

Incentivized Reviews
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Process
● Here the process to study IRs
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Dataset

Data Scraping
From Amazon

Labeling

Incentivized 
and normal 
sets

Analyzing

Insights, scope, 
are they any 
different?

ML Modeling

Can we find 
implicit biased 
ones? 



1. Dataset Characteristics
● Scraping product reviews from 

Amazon.com
○ Focusing on Top 20 products per category

Example:

https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/grocery/
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1. Dataset Characteristics
● Scraping product reviews from 

Amazon.com
○ Focusing on Top 20 products per category

Example:

https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/grocery/
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Two Categories
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2. Detecting Incentivized Reviews
● Absence of labeled data

● Required reliable way to label them manually

● Large dataset
○ Required to be done automatically

● After extensive manual inspection, we used the following Regex:
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3. Characteristics of IRs
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3. Characteristics of IRs
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3. Characteristics of IRs
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4. Temporal patterns (products)
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         a) Short - ~Effective                     b) Intense  - Ineffective                        c)  mild - Ineffective                         d) Mild - Effective
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4. Temporal patterns (Users)
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5. Detecting Other Incentivized Reviews
● Given the different characteristics of

normal and EIRs
○ Modeling and detection should be possible

● We trained an accurate MLPC, using the above attributes

● Then, applied it to an evaluation set 
○ Reviews that are not Incentivized nor Normal and submitted in 2016

○ Out of 78K reviews, our model labeled 5,891 (7.57%) of them as Incentivized
■ 54% of them, have Explicit signal (different than ours) 

● ”I had opportunity to get it for my review”
● ”received with a promotion rate
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5. Detecting Other Incentivized Reviews
● Given the different characteristics of

normal and EIRs
○ Modeling and detection should be possible

● Removed the signature part of the review ("received free product in 
exchange …") for text-based modeling

● We trained an accurate MLPC, using the above attributes
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5. Detecting Other Incentivized Reviews
● Then, applied it to an evaluation set 

○ Reviews that are not Incentivized nor Normal and 
submitted in 2016

○ Out of 78K reviews, our model labeled 5,891 (7.57%) 
of them as Incentivized

■ 54% of them, have Explicit signal (different 
than ours) 

● ”I had opportunity to get it for my review”
● ”received with a promotion rate
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5. Detecting Other Incentivized Reviews
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Conclusion
1. Incentivized Reviews

2. Explicit Incentivized Reviews

3. Behavior Deviation of EIRs

4. Modeling and Predicting
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The End

Comments and questions….
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